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  20 

Abstract  21 

Chemical vapour deposition (CVD) is a powerful technology for producing high-quality solid 22 

thin films and coatings. While widely used in modern industries, it is continuously being 23 

developed as it is adapted to new materials. Today, CVD synthesis is being pushed to new 24 

heights with the precise manufacturing of both inorganic thin films of two-dimensional (2D) 25 

materials and high-purity polymeric thin films that can be conformally deposited on various 26 

substrates. In this Primer, an overview of the CVD technique including instrument construction, 27 

process control, material characterization, and reproducibility issues is provided. By taking 28 

graphene, 2D transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) and polymeric thin films as typical 29 

examples, the best practices for experimentation involving substrate pre-treatment, high-30 

temperature growth and post-growth processes are presented. Recent advances and scaling-up 31 

challenges are also highlighted. By analyzing current limitations and optimizations, we also 32 

provide insight into possible future directions for the method, including reactor design for high-33 

throughput and low-temperature growth of thin films.   34 
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[H1] Introduction 35 

 36 

Chemical vapour deposition (CVD) is a widely used materials-processing technology where 37 

thin films are formed on a heated substrate via a chemical reaction of gas-phase precursors. In 38 

contrast to physical vapour deposition methods, such as evaporation and sputtering, CVD offers 39 

a clear advantage by relying on chemical reactions   that enable tunable deposition rates as well 40 

as high quality products with excellent conformality. The greater demand for semiconductor 41 

thin films starting after World War II was the initial driving force for rapid development of CVD 42 

technology1-5. Recently, low-dimensional materials such as carbon nanotubes, graphene, and 43 

two-dimensional (2D) transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) have injected new vitality into 44 

the electronics industry6-8 and introduced more stringent requirements for successful CVD of 45 

these materials with high purity and fine structure. CVD allows the tuning of the structures and 46 

properties of the resulting products9, and a variety of advanced CVD systems and their variants 47 

have been developed, such as plasma-enhanced CVD (PECVD)2 and metal organic CVD 48 

(MOCVD)4 (BOX 1). Usually, CVD does not require high vacuum working environments, making 49 

it a popular technology for electronics, optoelectronics, surface modification, and biomedical 50 

applications. 51 

 52 

Irrespective of the variations in CVD types, the fundamental process is similar and consists of 53 

the following common elementary steps10,11 (Fig. 1). First, the reactant gases are transported 54 

into the reactor. These reactant gases then either react with each other in the gas phase to 55 

form intermediate reactants and gaseous by-products via homogeneous reactions, or diffuse 56 
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directly through the boundary layer to the substrate. In both cases, the reactant gases and the 57 

intermediate reactants adsorb onto the heated substrate surface and diffuse on the surface. 58 

The subsequent heterogeneous reactions at the gas-solid interface lead  to continuous thin film 59 

formation via nucleation, growth, and coalescence as well as formation of reaction byproducts. 60 

Finally, any gaseous products and unreacted species desorb from the surface and are carried 61 

away from the reaction zone. The gas-phase reactions occur when the temperature is 62 

sufficiently high or additional energy is introduced, for example, in the form of plasma. In 63 

addition, the heterogeneous reaction is essential if the deposition reaction relies on the surface 64 

catalysis of the underlying substrate, such as in the case of the catalytic growth of graphene on 65 

metal surface. 66 

 67 

In this Primer, we first provide an overview of the CVD instrumentation setup before 68 

describing best practices for material preparation and characterization using the growth of 69 

graphene on metal and dielectric substrates as representative examples of catalytic CVD and 70 

non-catalytic CVD processes, respectively. We then demonstrate the flexibility of this method 71 

by discussing important applications of CVD, including growth of binary and ternary 2D 72 

materials and polymeric thin films. We also highlight recent progress and challenges when 73 

scaling-up this technology, an important aspect of CVD when applied to industry. Finally, we 74 

discuss what affects experimental reproducibility, current limitations of the technique, and 75 

future developments of CVD together with exploration of new materials. 76 

 77 
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 [H1] Experimentation 78 

To obtain high-quality thin films by CVD, suitable equipment is needed, and custom-built 79 

systems provides the flexibility of operation often desired by CVD researchers. In this section, 80 

we will discuss a series of designs that satisfy the requirements of materials synthesis, including 81 

the heating methods, gas-flow control, the loading of substrate, etc. In addition, the growth 82 

parameters, including substrate, temperature, atmosphere, pressure etc. are essential for 83 

controlling the quality of as-grown materials as well as the reaction rate (growth rate). Here, we 84 

will introduce CVD growth of graphene following the procedure of substrate pretreatment, 85 

heating, annealing, high-temperature growth and cooling. 86 

[H2] CVD equipment 87 

A CVD system must meet the following basic requirements: delivery of the gas-phase 88 

reactants in a controllable manner; provision of a sealed reaction chamber; evacuation of the 89 

gases and control of the reaction pressure; supply of the energy source for the chemical 90 

reactions; treatment of the exhaust gases to obtain safe and harmless levels; and automatic 91 

process control to improve the stability of the deposition process. Fig. 2 shows a typical CVD 92 

system consisting of a gas delivery system, reaction chamber, vacuum system, energy system, 93 

exhaust gas treatment system, and automatic control system. 94 

[H3] Gas delivery system  95 

Safety and process control are two of the key aspects of this design, especially considering the 96 

possibility of using high-pressure, toxic, flammable and explosive gas, liquid or solid precursors. 97 

The gaseous reactants are usually stored in high-pressure gas bottles placed in cool places 98 

outdoors or in cabinets at a constant negative pressure, to ensure safety. The gas supply line 99 

starts at the outlets of the high-pressure gas bottles, which are fitted with mechanical pressure 100 

regulators to control the pressure, and ends at the inlet of the reaction chamber. Valves (for 101 
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example, ball shut off, needle shut off and pneumatic valves) and metal gasket seal connectors 102 

are often used to ensure a good sealing performance. 103 

Mass flow controllers  are essential for the gas supply, where the gas flow rate is automatically 104 

set via feedback control according to the mass of flowing gas.  Liquid source reactants are 105 

delivered by “bubbling” a carrier gas controlled by the mass flow controller (Fig. 2b)12,13. Solid 106 

source precursors that are less volatile are introduced to the reaction chamber by dissolution in 107 

a suitable solvent14 or by sublimation into the gas-phase 15-21. 108 

[H3] Reaction chamber  109 

The horizontal (Fig. 2a)22-24 and vertical (Fig. 2c-e)25,26 configurations are the two main 110 

configurations of the reaction chamber (Box 1). The reaction chamber itself is usually quartz 111 

tube, widely employed in semiconductor manufacturing because of its tolerance to high 112 

temperatures and to rapid heating and cooling. A gas inlet injector is connected to the chamber 113 

using a metal flange, which is fitted with cooling components. To guarantee the gas flow is 114 

laminar, a gas distributor with through-holes is usually employed (Fig. 2c-e)22,25. The substrate is 115 

usually located on a substrate holder (also known as a “boat” or “susceptor”) composed of 116 

quartz or graphite because of their good chemical stability and high-temperature 117 

resistance22,27,28. In order to meet the target deposition characteristics (thickness, composition, 118 

etc.),the configuration of the substrate holder and the deposition conditions (total gas flow, gas 119 

composition, temperature, pressure, etc.) must be optimized via experimental and numerical 120 

process engineering studies22,25,26,29,30. In manufacturing applications, a cooling chamber with a 121 

loading/unloading subsystem is necessary to improve the productivity. 122 
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[H3] Vacuum system  123 

Purging the deposition chamber to start the deposition process and obtaining the necessary 124 

pressure for transport of the reactants relies on the vacuum system, where measurement and 125 

control of the vacuum are essential and complement one another. To measure the pressure of 126 

the vacuum system, various gauges are alternated: the Bourdon gauge, piezo sensor, 127 

capacitance manometer, and diaphragm manometer are the main mechanical gauges, which 128 

can measure the vacuum by detecting physical changes in the strain or electrical capacitance, 129 

for example. The Bourdon gauge is inexpensive and has a long life, but it does not have an 130 

electronic output, and so is not suitable for feedback control (Fig. 2f). Using a capacitance 131 

manometer, a measurement range of four orders of magnitude can be achieved for almost any 132 

gas, and the signal can be transported to an electronic display or a feedback controller (Fig. 2g). 133 

The diaphragm manometer operates the same way as the capacitance manometer, only with a 134 

smaller range of measurement. In addition, gas property gauges, such as thermocouple gauges 135 

and the Pirani gauge, are inherently inaccurate, since their value is determined by the types of 136 

gases and temperatures; however, when calibrated, they can be used to measure certain 137 

conditions. Furthermore, ionization gauges are commonly employed under high or ultra-high 138 

vacuum conditions.  139 

To control the pressure, the use of a throttle valve or a needle valve is effective, and the 140 

downstream flow rate can be controlled by adjusting the opening degree of the valve gate31. 141 

The chamber pressure will then stabilize when the flow rate of the incoming gas is equal to that 142 
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of the exhaust, which can be automatically or manually controlled by real-time pressure 143 

monitoring31. 144 

Pumps provide the driving force for the vacuum and mass-transport within the system. For a 145 

CVD system, mechanical pumps are adequate for many operations, and can provide a vacuum 146 

of 1 Pa. Oil pumps are cheaper than dry pumps of the same power, but bring additional 147 

contaminants into the system. If the reaction chamber is large, a rotary pump (pumping speed 148 

ranging from 0.5 - 325 L s-1) with a Roots pump (50 - 35,000 L s-1) is a good choice for fast 149 

exhaust. Finally, a vacuum isolation valve (also known as a block valve) is used between the 150 

outlet of the CVD chamber and the pump to shut off the pumping process. 151 

[H3] Energy system.  152 

For a thermal CVD process, the heating components, thermal insulation structure, and 153 

temperature measuring elements are important. Fig. 2a shows a common resistance heating 154 

furnace, which consists of three heating zones and aluminum silicate insulating cotton to 155 

ensure a uniform temperature field over a sufficient length. Thermocouples, which are the 156 

most common temperature measuring device, are placed between the quartz tube and the 157 

heating components, and are connected to a proportional–integral–derivative (PID) regulator. 158 

Several types of thermocouples exist (including B, K, R and S), which are suitable for application 159 

under different conditions32. In the case of a large reactor (diameter ˃25 cm), the inclusion of 160 

thermocouples inside the chamber is necessary to calibrate the temperature. Cold-wall reactors 161 

most frequently use a graphite heater that introduces an electrical current into the 162 

chamber29,33, and a pyrometer is commonly employed to measure the temperature. Plasma can 163 
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also be used to provide energy by electrical discharge of the gaseous media; in this case, the 164 

electron temperatures are significantly higher than the neutral and ion temperatures34,35. As an 165 

example, an inductively-coupled plasma source is illustrated in Fig. 2a , and this can be placed 166 

against part of the reaction chamber for facile integration into the tube reactor. The geometry 167 

and materials of the substrate holder also influence the heat transfer, while radiant heating 168 

with a halide lamp36, electric induction37, or laser can be used to specifically heat the substrate. 169 

[H3] Exhaust gas treatment system  170 

The by-products and unreacted chemical substances of CVD tend to be flammable, toxic or 171 

harmful to the pumps, and therefore must be safely treated. This is usually done with either 172 

one or a combination of components such as cold traps, chemical traps, particle traps, wet 173 

scrubbers and vents14,18. A cold trap is used to condense volatile gases and cool exhaust gases 174 

to stop the temperature of the vacuum pump oil from increasing. In addition, various corrosive 175 

gases can be reacted or adsorbed by passing through a chemical trap, and a particle trap can 176 

provide protection against pump wear. To further convert the exhaust into harmless substances, 177 

a burning component or a wet scrubber can also be employed32. 178 

 179 

 180 

[H2]Experimental methods for materials growth 181 

 Here, we introduce the material preparation process by using graphene as an example (Fig. 3). 182 

Graphene is a nanomaterial consisting of single layer sp2 bonded carbon atoms that is 183 

challenging to synthesize in a controllable manner because the growth of high-quality 184 
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monolayer graphene films requires a catalytic metal substrate, although thicker graphene can 185 

be grown on a non-catalytic insulating substrate as long as a higher temperature or additional 186 

energy supply is available to promote decomposition of the precursors.  187 

[H3] Substrate pre-treatment  188 

Selecting an appropriate substrate  is essential for CVD growth because different substrate 189 

catalytic abilities and carbon solubilities result in different graphene growth modes. Transition 190 

metals (for example, copper and nickel)38,39 and insulating substrates (for example, SiO2, Al2O3, 191 

and glass)40-42 are typical substrates on which the heterogeneous catalytic reaction and the gas-192 

phase reaction dominate the growth processes, respectively. To grow high-quality graphene, 193 

cleaning of the substrate is necessary. Electrochemical polishing, for example on copper foil, 194 

can be employed to reduce the level of contaminants and decrease the surface roughness (Fig. 195 

3a). As for silicon wafers or sapphire wafers, typical cleaning procedures employed in the 196 

semiconductor community (such as picking) are applicable (Fig. 3e).  197 

[H3] Heating and annealing  198 

After loading the substrate onto the substrate holder and transporting it to the desired location 199 

in the CVD chamber, the gate is closed and the chamber is checked for any air leakage. The 200 

substrate is then heated to 1000 °C and annealed under a non-reactive atmosphere (Fig. 3b). 201 

During this procedure, the introduction of very small quantities of oxygen into the chamber can 202 

aid in reducing the nucleation density of graphene by burning any carbon-containing 203 

contaminants43,44 that could seed graphene during the growth process. Hydrogen is commonly 204 

introduced to reduce and activate the weakly oxidized copper surface. In addition, a 205 
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temperature gradient is beneficial for preparing a single crystal metal substrate to promote 206 

subsequent graphene growth  (Fig. 3b)28,45-47.  207 

[H3] High-temperature growth  208 

Graphene growth is initiated by introducing a hydrocarbon precursor (methane is most 209 

commonly used) that decomposes into active carbon species to fuel growth of graphene. If the 210 

substrate is a metal with a relatively high catalytic ability and a low carbon solubility, such as 211 

copper, the hydrocarbon precursors are initially adsorbed onto the substrate prior to step-by-212 

step decomposition into active carbon species under the form of CHx (x = 3, 2, 1, 0)48. 213 

Subsequent growth takes place through nucleation, growth and coalescence of the graphene 214 

seeds to produce a continuous film (Fig. 3c)49,50. During the nucleation stage, the nucleation 215 

density and orientation of the nuclei determining the domain size of the graphene film are 216 

influenced by temperature, the concentration of active carbon species, the surface properties 217 

of substrate, etc. In the surface catalysis-dominated process, the formed graphene islands 218 

continuously expand until they merge into a film: this is called the self-limited growth mode. 219 

Research on the growth kinetics of this self-limited mode is essential to increase the growth 220 

rate and improve the graphene quality. According to the Arrhenius equation     
   
   , the 221 

growth rate   is exponential with -Ea/T, where Ea is the growth activation energy, T is 222 

temperature, and R is the universal gas constant. Various strategies are effective at increasing 223 

the growth rate and include introducing surface oxygen, employing metals with high catalytic 224 

activity, or increasing the temperature and concentration of the precursors. However, the gas-225 

phase reaction when catalyzed on the surface of the metallic substrate can produce significant 226 
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amounts of by-products and induce the formation of amorphous carbon contaminants20,51, 227 

which is often overlooked.  228 

For non-metallic substrates (for example, SiO2 or Al2O3), if the precursor concentration and 229 

temperature are both sufficiently high, the thermally-decomposed active carbon species can 230 

deposit onto the substrate and form a graphene film (Fig. 3f)30,40,41,52, where gas-phase 231 

decomposition reactions plays a crucial role. In this case, employing high-energy plasma can 232 

promote the decomposition of the carbon precursor and lower the growth temperature 233 

(<600°C)34. However, due to a lack of catalytic activity from the substrate and a reaction 234 

temperature below the graphitization temperature, the quality of the graphene grown using 235 

this setup is poor compared to graphene grown on a copper surface9,42.  236 

[H3] Cooling  237 

The cooling process also contributes to the growth of graphene. If the substrate is a metal with 238 

a high carbon solubility, such as nickel, the carbon dissolved in the bulk nickel will segregate 239 

and form few-layer graphene sheets11,53. Through designing a synergistic binary alloy (such as 240 

Cu/Ni, Ni/Mo, Co/Mo) as a substrate and controlling the cooling rate, the number of graphene 241 

layers that form can be controlled during the segregation process (Fig. 3d)54,55. The thermal 242 

expansion mismatch between graphene and its underlying substrate will also result in wrinkles 243 

(standing collapsed structures on the graphene surface) and folds (folded wrinkles or folded 244 

graphene) during cooling (Fig. 3g)56-59. The carbon solubility60 in 1000 °C and thermal 245 

expansion61 of typical substrates are listed in Table 1. 246 
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Finally, fast cooling, which is achieved by either moving the samples out of the hot zone or by 247 

moving the furnace, is commonly employed to increase production efficiency9,62. A 248 

programmable cooling procedure can also be used to achieve a desired structure in the 249 

produced materials62,63. As a rule of thumb, the flow rates of reactant gases (such as hydrogen 250 

and methane) are usually maintained during the cooling process to protect the as-formed 251 

graphene film from etching by oxygen leaked from the atmosphere. After the temperature 252 

drops below 100 °C, the furnace chamber gate can be opened and the samples can be unloaded 253 

from the substrate holder.  254 

 255 

 [H1] Results 256 

 257 

CVD is directly related to some of the properties of the as-grown materials. In order to assess 258 

the CVD method, the as-grown materials must be characterized in-depth to obtain 259 

morphological and structural information. Using the CVD growth of graphene as an example, 260 

we describe a number of characterization methods to assess the macroscopic quality, atomic 261 

structure, electronic structure, and purity of the resulting graphene (Table 2). A transfer process 262 

of the as-grown graphene from the metal catalytic substrate to a target substrate is usually 263 

necessary when assessing graphene quality because an appropriate substrate is important for 264 

some characterization techniques. 265 

[H2] Assessing materials quality and structure    266 

Optical microscopy9, 68 is a simple and quick tool to identify the macroscopic morphology of 267 

graphene. Its lower resolution yields information such as the location of graphene on the 268 
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substrate, the number of graphene layers and their shape, etc. Optical microscopy is widely 269 

used for exfoliated graphene on SiO2/Si, but is only effective on some silicon substrates with a 270 

specific oxide thickness such as90 nm and 280 nm64. For CVD-grown graphene on metal 271 

substrates such as copper, nickel, platinum, rhuthenium,  etc., the graphene usually first  needs 272 

to be transferred onto these SiO2/Si substrates for optical microscopy observation (Fig. 4a)65-68 . 273 

However, for the case of graphene grown on copper, selectively oxidizing the graphene/copper 274 

interface can cause the oxidized copper to act as a specific substrate69-71 and reveal the 275 

graphene individual domain [G] shapes, surface coverage, layer numbers or grain boundaries. 276 

Graphene domains are delineated by grain boundaries, thus increasing the crystal size of the 277 

substrate as well as bonding uniformly-oriented grains seamlessly will help minimize the 278 

concentration of grain boundaries. In addition, the multi-function optical microscopy modes of 279 

dark-field or polarized light can also increase the image contrast72.  280 

 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is another popular tool to characterize the morphology of 281 

graphene, as it provides nanoscale spatial resolution and greater depth of field than optical 282 

microscopy. It utilizes the attenuation effect of graphene layers on secondary electrons emitted 283 

from the underlying substrate7,69,73,74. Normally, in SEM images, a graphene-covered region is 284 

darker than the bare substrate (including metal and SiO2/Si). The color of these regions darkens 285 

as the number of graphene layers  increases, which is beneficial for distinguishing the layer 286 

number of graphene (Fig. 4b)43,75. The side-attached Everhart-Thornley detector is the most 287 

frequently used, which allows high contrast images at low acceleration voltage (Vacc≤5 kV). The 288 

electron energy and density of electron beam should be carefully set according to the 289 
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conductivity of the substrate because the electron beam will inevitably break atomic lattices in 290 

graphene. 291 

 Atomic force microscopy (AFM) is an important method to measure surface morphology at a 292 

subnanometer-scale resolution7,39,67, and its multi-functions can also measure mechanical, 293 

electrical and magnetic properties76. AFM scans a sharp tip over a sample surface without 294 

electron or photon interactions. The surface roughness, thickness, cleanliness, wrinkles, domain 295 

sizes and shapes, as well as the bonding status of CVD-grown graphene can all be obtained by 296 

this technique (Fig. 4c-d)51,77-79
 for both graphene on its original substrate and graphene 297 

transferred on an insulating substrate. Owing to the van der Waals interactions between 298 

graphene and the underlying substrate, the thickness of monolayer graphene is usually 299 

between 0.6 nm and 1.5 nm, which is much larger than graphene’s interlayer spacing of 0.34 300 

nm. 301 

 302 

[H2] Assessing atomic structure  303 

 CVD-grown graphene can be affected by adsorbed atoms and molecules, and display distorted 304 

lattices, grain edges, or grain boundaries, so it is important to analyze its atomic structure. 305 

Similar in operation to AFM, scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) is another proximal probe 306 

imaging technology based on the quantum tunneling effect. It has very high spatial resolution 307 

because of the exponential relationship between the tunneling current and the distance 308 

between the conducting surface and the sharp scanning tip, which means the honeycomb 309 

lattice of graphene or its morphology over hundreds of nanometers with atomic resolution can 310 
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be easily acquired80. Being a surface-sensitive technique, STM characterization requires that the 311 

graphene be on a conductive and ultra-smooth substrate. STM images clearly present the point 312 

defects, atomic structures of grain boundaries, or the edges of graphene80-82, with zigzag edges 313 

preferred in CVD-grown graphene grains on various metals (FIG. 4e)80,83-85. STM also confirms 314 

that CVD-grown graphene films retain continuous atomic lattices over metal steps and perfect 315 

lateral heterostructure between graphene and hexagonal boron nitride (hBN) (FIG. 4f)86-89. The 316 

strong coupling between graphene and the growth substrate often gives rise to Moiré patterns 317 

(FIG. 4g), and these superstructures vary with their twist angles and the strength of their 318 

interactions57,90-92.  319 

 Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is a commonly used technique to image the atomic 320 

structures of lattices, strains, defects, grain boundaries93-96 of materials, including graphene and 321 

other 2D materials. It has very high resolution, with a recently demonstrated lateral resolution 322 

lower than 0.1 nm97. Samples for TEM imaging must be suspended or supported on an ultra-323 

thin film, so designed micro-grids with through-holes or a carbon membrane are usually 324 

employed. If the TEM is fitted with an aberration corrector, the operation voltage can be 325 

reduced and a subnanometer-scale resolution can be achieved. By using an aberration-326 

corrected annular dark-field scanning TEM (ADF-STEM), graphene’s grain boundary structures 327 

with distorted pentagonal, heptagonal and octagonal rings have been  observed (Fig. 4h)94 .  328 

 In addition to the above techniques, electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) 46, X-ray diffraction 329 

(XRD) 98,99, selected area electron diffraction (SAED)100 and low energy electron diffraction 330 

(LEED)96 are also used to characterize  CVD-grown graphene. EBSD and XRD are usually used to 331 
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measure the crystalline orientation of the growth substrate, such as Cu(111), Pt(100), Ru(0001), 332 

etc. SAED implemented in a TEM is usually used to confirm the crystalline orientation of 333 

graphene, and the SAED pattern can be used to calibrate the lattice constant of graphene. The 334 

measurement conditions of LEED requires an ultra-high vacuum and an ultra-smooth surface, 335 

and its reduced operation voltage is safer for most 2D materials.  336 

[H2] Assessing electronic structure and purity  337 

 Spectroscopic techniques can provide information regarding the bonding status, electronic 338 

structures and purity of CVD graphene through the interactions between atomic lattices and 339 

photons with different energies. 340 

 Graphene was characterized early on using Raman spectroscopy101,102, which relies on Raman 341 

scattering [G] and provides information about lattice vibrations ( i.e. phonons) in materials. 342 

Similar to exfoliated graphene on SiO2/Si, the Raman spectrum of CVD-grown graphene mainly 343 

consists of four vibration modes101: a layer-dependent C peak (29 – 44 cm-1), a defect-344 

dependent D peak (1340 – 1380 cm-1), a hexagonal lattice-dependent G peak (1550 – 1620 cm-
345 

1), and a 2D peak by two phonons process (2650 – 2760 cm-1). All the above values are collected 346 

using a laser wavenumber of 532 nm. By fitting the experimental data with a Lorentzian 347 

function, the position, shape, full-width-at-half-maximum and relative intensity of the Raman 348 

peaks can be obtained, from which information such as the layer number, defects, strain, and 349 

doping level of CVD-grown graphene can be extracted (Fig. 4i-j)66,103,104 for both graphene on 350 

metals and graphene transferred on other substrates. As an example, during CVD of graphene 351 

on metal, the metal substrate and the high temperature will introduce doping and strain in the 352 

graphene: this is easily characterized by the shift and relative intensity ratio of the G peak and 353 
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2D peak compared to graphene’s intrinsic status78,90 (i.e. when it is in its suspended exfoliated 354 

initial state). In addition, CVD-grown graphene usually has point defects, grain boundaries, or 355 

wrinkles, all of which contribute to the D peak105,106 (Fig. 4j). 356 

 CVD graphene usually couples with the metal substrates, which alters its electronic structure 357 

significantly and causes it to exhibit p-type or n-type doping, an opened bandgap, etc.107. These 358 

effects can be detected by angular resolution photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES)  108  and 359 

scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STM)90. The Dirac core of graphene in its intrinsic state   is 360 

located at the Fermi level, while the position of the Dirac point for CVD graphene on metals 361 

usually shifts because of the charge transfer to or from the growth substrates107-109. For 362 

example, the Dirac point for monolayer graphene grown on copper is usually found at -450 – -363 

300 meV with n-type doping and a bandgap of 50 – 350 meV (FIG. 4k)110 . In contrast to the 364 

large scanning area by angular resolution photoemission spectroscopy, scanning tunneling 365 

spectroscopy detects the electronic structure at atomic resolution. Similarly to STM, it requires 366 

graphene to have a conductive and smooth substrate, and can measure the doping type, 367 

bandgap and the density of states at the atomic scale (Fig. 4l)90.  368 

 For heterogeneous doping in CVD-grown graphene, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, energy 369 

disperse spectroscopy  and electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) yield the binding energy, 370 

element species and the relative elemental ratio111. With  energy disperse spectroscopy or 371 

electron energy loss spectroscopy equipped to a TEM, the  element distribution can also be 372 

imaged at atomic resolution. 373 

 374 
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 375 

[H1] Applications  376 

In addition to graphene, 2D materials consisting of two or more elements such as TMDs, hBN, 377 

Mo2C, Bi2O2Se, etc. and polymeric thin films can also be successfully synthesized by CVD. In 378 

contrast to growing graphene, synthesizing TMDs requires more complicated growth 379 

parameters because of the solid precursors and phase control needed. Compared to traditional 380 

solution-based polymerization, the CVD synthesis of polymeric thin films shows its unique 381 

advantages in terms of conformity and high-purity.  382 

[H2] CVD for 2D materials growth  383 

 CVD is the most widely used method for making high quality monolayer TMDs in a laboratory 384 

setting112-114. The simplest method is thermal CVD115, where powders of precursors are 385 

sublimated at high temperature to form a vapour that condenses as single crystal monolayered 386 

TMDs on substrates without substrate-assisted catalysis. Thermal CVD results in deposition of 387 

discontinuous triangular crystals along with amorphous and multi-layered products. Despite 388 

this, its simplicity and accessibility have made it the most widely studied and utilized method 389 

for synthesis of high quality TMDs such as MoS2, WS2, WSe2, MoSe2 and their 390 

heterojunctions116-118. In thermal CVD synthesis of TMDs, the reaction chamber (usually a tube 391 

furnace as shown in Fig. 5) is typically heated to 650 – 900 °C in a nitrogen (N2) environment. At 392 

this high temperature, the precursor powder (such as MoO3 for MoS2) is reduced by the sulfur 393 

vapour to form volatile suboxides (e.g. MoO3–x). These suboxide compounds then diffuse to the 394 

substrate and further react with sulfur vapour to grow MoS2 films in the form of triangles 395 

(shown in the optical microscopy image in Fig. 5) that are single layers.  396 

  397 
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While uniform and continuous growth of TMDs with thermal CVD is difficult to achieve, some 398 

progress has been made on increasing the size of the monolayer crystals by adding salt (NaCl) 399 

to the precursors119. The role of salt is not yet clear but it likely facilitates the sublimation of 400 

transition metal precursors, even as Na or Cl can be introduced as impurities in the as-grown 401 

material. Theoretical work has shown that presence of sodium on the substrate can influence 402 

the formation kinetics of MoS2
120. The role of sodium on the rapid growth of MoS2 was verified 403 

by producing large-area MoS2 monolayers on soda-lime glass (composed of SiO2, Na2O and 404 

CaO)121. Another challenge in thermal CVD of TMDs is the nucleation of monolayers on 405 

technologically relevant substrates that are typically atomically smooth. Graphene-like 406 

molecules such as PTAS (perylene-3,4,9,10-tetracarboxylic acid tetrapotassium acid salt) and 407 

PTCDA (perylene-3,4,9,10-tetracarboxylic dianhydride) have been used as seed promoters and 408 

templated growth of TMDs122. In addition, since nucleation of monolayer crystals occurs at 409 

atomic edges, substrates such as sapphire with abundant atomic steps have also proved useful 410 

in achieving large monolayer crystals123. 411 

Recently, significant effort has been devoted to achieving highly uniform wafer scale TMD films 412 

using metal-organic CVD (MOCVD)122,124. MOCVD vaporizes metal-organic precursors of both 413 

the transition metal and the chalcogen at lower than growth temperatures to achieve uniform 414 

monolayer TMDs. For MOCVD growth of wafer-scale MoS2 and WS2 124, molybdenum 415 

hexacarbonyl (Mo(CO)6), tungsten hexacarbonyl (W(CO)6), and diethyl sulphide ((C2H4)2S) for 416 

Mo, W, and S were used as sources. The precursors are directly introduced into a growth 417 

furnace heated at 550°C in an H2 and Ar atmosphere. The key to uniform and continuous 418 

monolayers with MOCVD is that the number of nucleation sites is kept low and the lateral 419 
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growth from those nuclei is allowed to proceed very slowly – it took over 26 hours to fully cover 420 

the surface of a 4-inch Si wafer (~10 cm in diameter)124. MOCVD also allows precise control of 421 

the concentration and supply of the precursors.  422 

 Similarly to thermal CVD, alkali metal salts also play a crucial but somewhat unclear role in the 423 

synthesis of large domains and the suppression of nucleation sites in MOCVD. NaCl can 424 

suppress nucleation and achieve monolayer growth of MoS2 125, 131. In NaCl-assisted growth, the 425 

salt is typically placed with the substrates in the furnace, which is not a scalable strategy. The 426 

average lateral size of MoS2 in salt-assisted growth was found to be ~60 µm with an electron 427 

mobility of 100 cm2V-1s-1 at cryogenic temperatures, indicating the high crystalline quality of the 428 

salt-assisted as-grown MoS2
126.  429 

 The most common TMDs synthesized with thermal and MOCVD growth are MoS2, WS2, MoSe2 430 

and WSe2 (Table 3). While significant effort has also been devoted to growing monolayers of 431 

metallic TMDs (e.g. NbS2, TaS2 and VS2 127,128), these are difficult to grow with CVD because the 432 

powder transition metal or metal oxide precursors require very high processing temperatures 433 

and equivalent metal organic precursors have yet to be developed. Despite this difficulty, CVD 434 

has been used to synthesize forms of niobium disulfide (Nb1.35S2) that possess very high 435 

electrical conductivity128. Molten salts can also play a role in reducing the melting points of 436 

precursors to form oxychlorides, which in turn can help with increasing the rate of growth of 437 

metallic TMDs. In a method for synthesizing metallic TMDs (TiS2, PtSe2, PtTe2, NbS2, NbSe2, 438 

NbTe2, VS2, and VSe2, etc.) using molten salts127, metal oxide precursors like Nb2O5 were mixed 439 

with NaCl powder and used thermal CVD to grow triangular monolayers. 440 
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 In addition to 2D TMDs, other 2D binary compounds such as hBN, Mo2C and ternary Bi2O2Se 441 

can also be successfully grown using CVD (Table 3). hBN is a 2D insulator with a bandgap of 5.9 442 

eV, and plays an important role in advanced electronic devices as a gate dielectric layer or a 443 

protecting encapsulator. CVD growth of hBN looks very similar to graphene in many aspects 444 

(substrate, carrier gas, temperature), except for the solid precursor ammonia borane (NH3-BH3), 445 

which is the most frequently used98,129,130. 2D Mo2C, a 2D transition metal carbide, belongs to a 446 

family of materials that shows many intriguing properties such as excellent catalytic activity and 447 

superconductivity. Large areas of Mo2C have been grown using methane as a precursor and 448 

molybdenum as a substrate, where a copper foil on molybdenum melts during heating and 449 

forms an Mo-Cu alloy that serves as diffusion layer for molybdenum atoms and guarantees the 450 

chemical reaction leading to the formation of α-Mo2C crystals131. Similarly, TaC can also be 451 

grown by using tantalum as a substrate132. Finally, ternary 2D compounds such as Bi2O2Se can 452 

also be successfully grown by rationally designing the precursors and the substrate. For 453 

example, 2D Bi2O2Se is a semiconductor with high carrier mobility, in which the interaction 454 

between the charge-carried layers is stronger than the Van der Waals interactions133. Therefore, 455 

to therefore achieve atomically thin films and avoid vertical growth, mica and SrTiO3 have been 456 

used as substrates to exploit the stronger interaction19,134.  457 

 [H2] CVD for growing polymeric thin films  458 

 Complementing well-established solution-based methods, CVD extends the realm of utility for 459 

polymer thin films135,136. CVD is compatible with insoluble macromolecules including many 460 

fluoropolymers, electrically conductive polymers and cross-linked organic networks. Its low 461 

growth temperatures (typically around 25 °C) and solvent-free nature allow CVD polymers to 462 
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form directly on fragile substrates including papers, textiles and plant leaves, without a costly or 463 

complex transfer step. CVD polymerization even can be accomplished directly onto low-464 

volatility liquid surfaces136,137. CVD polymers can have high purity since the small molecule 465 

reactants used are easily purified and there is no possibility of residual solvent in the films135. 466 

Low defect levels are essential for device applications as well as for surfaces interacting with 467 

living cells and tissues138, as highighted below. 468 

 CVD polymeric layers can conformally follow the geometrical features of the underlying surface, 469 

yielding the same film thickness in all locations 139. Such conformal coverage is essential for 470 

coating three-dimensional devices, modifying the internal surfaces of porous materials and 471 

membranes, and for maintaining open pores in breathable fabrics and wearable electronics. In 472 

contrast, solution coatings are typically non-conformal, as surface tension can blanket the top 473 

of a porous surface without coating the interior of the pores. When blanketing closes off pores, 474 

surface area is lost for interfacial processes like catalysis and molecular separations. . Shear 475 

thinning, capillary forces and meniscus formation present in liquid-based coating processes also 476 

cause variations in film thickness over the geometric features in the substrate. The absence of 477 

surface tension in CVD processes also avoids pinhole formation by de-wetting even in sub-10 478 

nm thick CVD polymer films136. Ultrasmooth CVD polymers (< 1 nm root mean square 479 

roughness) also reduce pinhole formation produced by excursions in surface roughness which 480 

exceed the film thickness. 481 

The properties and reactivity of CVD polymers can be tuned and optimized at both the surface 482 

and in the bulk via  their organic functional groups135,136. To date, dozens of organic functional 483 
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groups have been incorporated into CVD polymers and include amine, carboxylic acid, epoxy, 484 

hydroxyl, perfluorocarbon, and zwitterionic moieties. Many of these organic functional groups 485 

permit further surface functionalization of CVD polymers with biomolecules and 486 

nanoparticles135. High densities of organic functional groups can lead to changes in film 487 

thickness and changes in properties in response to external variations such as temperature, 488 

humidity, light or pH140,141. Such responsive CVD polymers have been demonstrated for sensing 489 

and actuation, smart surfaces, molecular separations and controlled drug release142-144. 490 

 The functional groups of CVD polymers can also be used to control surface energy from 491 

superhydrophobic to superhydrophilic. Low surface energy lubricious CVD polymer release 492 

layers are used commercially, for example in molds used to manufacture rubber tires and in 493 

seals and gaskets used in advanced manufacturing 145. Hydrophobic CVD fluoropolymer 494 

conformal nanolayers maintain stamp features fidelity during high speed flexographic 495 

printing146. The precision of surface energy control achieved with conformal CVD polymers has 496 

also been exploited in directed self-assembly  processes for defining sub-10 nm features and for 497 

patterning substrates with 3D topography147-149.  498 

 Dielectric CVD polymers are commercially used for protection of electronic and medical 499 

devices135. CVD organic insulators have also been integrated into lightweight and mechanically 500 

flexible devices, including thin film transistors, logic circuits, flash memory and energy 501 

harvesting136,150. Conformal hybrid organic/inorganic polymer thin films containing boron or 502 

phosphorous have enabled the doping of 3D Fin Field Effect Transistors151.  503 
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Electrically conducting CVD polymers are attractive as flexible transparent conductors for 504 

optoelectronic devices, electrochemical energy storage, and electrocatalysis152. The 505 

conductivity of CVD-grown polymer films can be 6000 S cm-1 153, exceeding the values of all 506 

previously reported conducting polymer thin films154  and reaching into the standard range for 507 

conductivity of brittle transparent inorganic conductors such indium tin oxide (ITO). In addition, 508 

a resurgence of interest in the thermal properties of CVD conjugated polymers is driven by 509 

thermoelectric energy harvesting, as CVD polymers as thin as 2 nm have been incorporated into 510 

nanostructured energy storage devices155 to increase pseudocapacitive charge storage. 511 

Selected examples of CVD polymer processing and applications are highlighted in Fig. 6.  512 

 513 

 Some, but not all, CVD polymerization methods use the same chemical reaction mechanisms 514 

(step growth, chain growth, and condensation reactions) that underlie the synthesis of 515 

polymers in solution (Table 4)135. Low surface growth temperatures (typically in the range of -516 

10°C to 140°C) favor the adsorption of the CVD reactants, and traditional isotherms 517 

quantitatively describe monomer uptake on the growth surface156. Hence, knowledge of the 518 

saturation pressure of a new vapour phase reactant at the growth temperature allows the 519 

required CVD process conditions to be rapidly identified. This has been used for CVD growth of 520 

hundreds of different homopolymers, copolymers, cross-linked organic networks, and 521 

organic/inorganic films136, with. well-defined growth kinetics providing reproducible growth 522 

even at sub-10 nm thickness147. Alternatively, the CVD conditions can be adjusted for rapid 523 

growth to produce films > 10 μm thick157. 524 
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Multiple strategies allow chemical covalent bonds to form between the substrate and the 525 

growing CVD polymer layer136. The resulting grafted interfaces greatly enhance durability. 526 

Avoiding delamination [G] allows grafted CVD polymer films to be patterned and even to 527 

survive sandblasting. Durablity is also enhanced by using crosslinked monomers, as crosslinked 528 

CVD organic networks display remarkable stability during multiple years of evaluation under 529 

physiological conditions158. 530 

Fundamental understanding of CVD polymerization aids the scale-up to cost-effective 531 

reactors >1 m in width and to economical roll-to-roll (R2R) processing136, which is specifically 532 

detailed below (Scaling up for factory-level applications).  Properties can be tuned and optimized 533 

through the selection of the volatile reactants and systematic variation of the CVD parameters 534 

such as flow rates, pressure, and growth temperatures. Preserving the fidelity of the 535 

monomeric structure in the polymer film is often key to optimizing properties. For example, 536 

preserving the structure of the monomer 3,4-ethylene dioxythiophene (EDOT) by oCVD can 537 

produce electrical conductivity >6000 S cm-1 153. In contrast, plasma enhanced CVD does not 538 

fully retain the chemical structure of EDOT and the resulting films typically have poor electrical 539 

conductivity of <1 S cm-1 152. 540 

[H2] Scaling up for factory-level applications 541 

 The rapid progress in CVD graphene synthesis technology means it is the first reported 2D 542 

material to be scaled up at a factory level. While we have known for more than 50 years that 543 

thin graphitic layers can be formed by CVD on nickel at high temperature using hydrocarbon 544 

sources such as methane159,160, these graphitic layers were not monolayers..owing to the high 545 

carbon solubility of nickel during the CVD process. This problem was solved by thermally 546 
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depositing thin layers of nickel on SiO2 substrates to limit the carbon concentration, leading to 547 

the formation of centimeter-scale atomically thin layer of graphene39,65,161. CVD graphene was 548 

used to measure the half integer quantum Hall effect [G] originating from the ultra-high 549 

mobility of charge carriers in graphene for the first time 65,79, implying that the electrical 550 

performance of CVD graphene can be as good as mechanically exfoliated graphene. However, 551 

the non-uniform segregation of carbon sources from nickel limits the crystallinity of CVD 552 

graphene; this was overcome by using copper substrates that exhibit nearly zero carbon 553 

solubility, where the graphene layer is formed by the Cu-mediated gradual surface diffusion 554 

and crystallization of adsorbed carbon atoms38,160. This self-limiting mechanism of graphene 555 

growth immediately enabled the wafer-scale synthesis of monolayer graphene162, followed by 556 

the meter-scale growth of monolayer graphene by employing continuous roll-to-roll (R2R) 557 

methods163. The large-area graphene synthesized by R2R technology has been utilized for 558 

practical applications such as flexible touch screens for mobile phones, flexible OLEDs, flexible 559 

transparent heaters, electromagnetic wave interference (EMI) shielding films, etc.36,164-166, 560 

which are expected to be commercialized in the near future. 561 

 R2R synthesis and its continuous processes are essential for the industrial commercialization of 562 

CVD graphene because it enables a >30-fold increase in productivity. These graphene synthesis 563 

capabilities with respect to the advances in CVD technology are highlighted in Fig. 7a. While 564 

plasma-assisted low-temperature growth is helpful to simplify the equipment setup and to save 565 

electrical energy, it always results in poor graphene electrical conductivity because of high 566 

defect density compared to graphene synthesized above 1,000 ˚C. In addition, putting multiple 567 
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copper sheets in a CVD chamber can increase synthesis capacity, but this type of batch 568 

synthesis remains limited by long heating and cooling times. In the R2R system, time is not 569 

wasted heating and cooling the CVD furnace; instead, the temperature in the furnace is kept 570 

constant while the copper foils pass through the hot zone at a rate of ~ 50cm min-1. R2R 571 

synthesis was first proposed in 2010 163, while additional R2R systems employing slightly 572 

different heater technologies were also developed23,35,167,168. For example, a microwave plasma 573 

technique was used to lower the synthesis temperature of the R2R process35
; 230 mm wide and 574 

120 m long graphene films were synthesized by applying high current through copper foils 575 

between the rolls167; an open chamber system was used to enable the R2R synthesis of 576 

graphene 169; a concentric CVD reactor was used for high-speed R2R manufacturing of graphene 577 

films 170; and the 190 mm-wide vertical R2R system with rapid-thermal heaters enabled faster 578 

and more homogeneous heating171. More recently, the development of 500 mm wide R2R 579 

systems capable of synthesizing graphene on ~100 meters long Cu foils at the rate of ~500 580 

mm٠min-1
 was reported

172. 581 

The R2R method allows for the application of vertical tension to single-crystallize the Cu foils 582 

and achieve higher quality graphene films. It is also applicable to post-CVD processes including 583 

etching and lamination (Fig. 7b), which are limited with batch-type CVD synthesis. R2R CVD 584 

synthesis is therefore considered the best way to mass-produce the CVD graphene films for 585 

commercial applications.  586 

 Although the scale-up for 2D materials synthesis is more complicated because it requires 587 

multiple precursors in different phases, various CVD methods used for graphene synthesis have 588 
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been applied to the synthesis of other 2D materials. In general, powder sources are not 589 

favorable for factory level synthesis of 2D materials because of the severe contamination of 590 

reaction chambers by residual solids. Compared to conventional CVD methods using liquid or 591 

solid precursors122,124, MOCVD is anticipated to be the best route to synthesize high-592 

performance 2D materials larger than wafer scale173. The R2R CVD method has demonstrated 593 

the synthesis of MoS2 films174 as well as the synthesis of hBN film on metal foils175. Atomic layer 594 

deposition also appears as advantageous for the wafer-scale synthesis of high-mobility MoS2 for 595 

practical applications176.  596 

 Since the CVD process is only one aspect of the full fabrication process to prepare graphene on 597 

target substrates, the post-CVD processes including etching and transfer need to be equally 598 

considered for factory level scale-up. For example, the continuous synthesis of graphene by R2R 599 

methods must be followed by the R2R lamination of polymer supports163, R2R removal of 600 

copper foils by chemical etchant or electrochemical etching175, and the patterning/transfer to 601 

target substrates177. The full R2R synthesis system is illustrated in Fig. 8.  602 

 [H1] Reproducibility and data deposition  603 

 604 

 The reproducibility and reliability of the performance of materials synthesized by CVD depends 605 

on both the pre-treatment and post-CVD processes. 606 

 With respect to the pre-treatment of substrates, we shall take as an example copper foils 607 

produced for general purposes. They are usually coated with an anti-oxidizing layer such as a 608 

type of chrome oxide, which needs to be removed by acid or thermal treatment36 before 609 
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graphene synthesis. In addition, these copper foils have usually been prepared by roll-pressing 610 

and are polycrystalline; they must be recrystallized to obtain larger single-crystalline graphene 611 

domains during deposition, as this is one of the crucial parameters minimizing defects and 612 

maximizing electrical conductivity. One approach is to mechanically strain the Cu foil during 613 

CVD to transform polycrystalline copper to copper with very large single crystal domains 178. 614 

Since the graphene and Cu surfaces affect each other during growth, this causes the graphene-615 

covered region in Cu to undergo a drastic change in crystallinity178. An alternative approach is to 616 

prepare single-crystalline metal substrates by thermal annealing179, an example of which is an 617 

annealed monocrystalline Cu (110) substrate used to synthesize highly crystalline large-area h-618 

BN130. Another example is molten gold, which at high temperature catalyzes the CVD growth of 619 

single-crystalline h-BN, and where the small h-BN domains floating on the gold surface are 620 

rotated by electrostatic interaction to commensurate each other to form a wafer-scale single 621 

crystalline film 180. 622 

 The uniformity of 2D materials synthesized by CVD generally depend on the uniformity of 623 

temperature and gas flow inside the reaction chamber36. For example, in the case of graphene 624 

synthesized by rapid thermal CVD, the temperature uniformity can be enhanced by using multi-625 

zone rapid thermal heaters, where more than 8 zones are separately controlled to balance the 626 

temperature distribution (Fig. 9a). The use of graphite susceptors that convert optical radiation 627 

to thermal energy is also useful to narrow down the temperature distribution. Most 628 

importantly, automated control to exclude human error is the key to reproducibility (see the 629 

less than 10% deviation of the graphene films sheet resistances from 10 different batches in 630 

Fig.9b and their uniformity in Fig 9c, satisfying industrial requirements). The durability of the 631 
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electrical properties tested for industrial standard (85% humidity at 85 ℃) was measured to be 632 

suitable for practical applications (Fig. 9d). 633 

 As mentioned above, the CVD synthesis step is just one aspect of the full fabrication process, 634 

so the post-CVD processes including etching and transfer are as important as the CVD process 635 

to ensure reliability. In particular, the doping of graphene can increase the charge carrier 636 

density and considerably lower sheet resistance, which is desirable for practical applications181. 637 

In practice, the inhomogeneity and volatility of doping causes a reproducibility problem. The 638 

elemental doping of graphene that replaces carbon atoms with boron or nitrogen atoms is very 639 

stable and homogeneous, but it lowers charge carrier mobility due to electron scattering 640 

around the heteroatoms182 and decreases electrical conductivity, which is undesirable. In 641 

addition, while the non-destructive doping of graphene can be efficiently carried out by 642 

molecular dopants and self-assembled monolayers183-185, it does not last long without proper 643 

encapsulation186-188. 644 

 In summary, the reproducibility and reliability of the CVD-synthesized 2D materials largely 645 

depends on the surface freshness and the crystallinity of the catalytic substrates as well as the 646 

spatial uniformity of gas concentration and temperature, which need be considered in 647 

designing CVD reactors. 648 

[H1] Limitations and optimizations  649 

 The limitation of CVD technology often comes from the need for high temperature and high 650 

vacuum, particularly for graphene and h-BN synthesis. The most common chamber materials 651 

are quartz tubes that are thermally and mechanically strong enough to resist the reaction 652 
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conditions. As the quartz reactors are scalable only up to 12-inch (~30 cm) diameters, stainless-653 

steel chambers are alternatively used to design industrial scale CVD reactors, where advanced 654 

chiller systems are essential to cool down the hot chamber and its housing. A quartz reactor is 655 

advantageous because it is standardized and replaceable at relatively low cost whenever the 656 

reactor is heavily contaminated. In contrast, a stainless steel reactor needs to be cleaned 657 

periodically to keep the quality of synthesis. The growth of other 2D materials at mild 658 

temperatures does not require quartz materials, but serious contamination of reaction 659 

chambers is often caused by residual precursors. Thus, the use of replaceable quartz tubes and 660 

gaseous precursors is recommended for 2D materials synthesis for industrial applications. In 661 

addition, a plasma module can be combined to thermal CVD systems to lower the synthesis 662 

temperature189, but the high plasma energy often causes undesirable defects in the case of 663 

graphene.  664 

The weight of copper foils needs to be considered in the design of the R2R synthesis system. 665 

The copper foil at ~1,000 ℃ becomes less stiff and more ductile, so the horizontal tension 666 

across the 2~3 meters long rolls results in serious deformation. This can be minimized by 667 

vertical loading parallel to the gravitational force and winding tension178. In addition, the 668 

vertical tension control is useful to promote the growth of single-crystalline Cu foils for high-669 

quality graphene synthesis178. 670 

 To facilitate the optimization processes of CVD synthesis, high-throughput in-situ quality 671 

assessment tools for graphene and 2D materials are of great importance. As CVD often involves 672 

high temperatures and vacuum conditions, in-situ monitoring is possible only by an optical 673 
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method equipped with fiber and lens optics that can collect signals through the optical window 674 

of CVD chambers. For this reason, Raman spectroscopy has been investigated as a 675 

characterization tool to examine the number of layers, defect density, and coverage of 676 

graphene and 2D materials101. However, its field of view and scanning speed are not large and 677 

fast enough for factory-level real-time assessment, respectively. Wide-field Raman 678 

spectroscopy that scans only D and G peak ranges is much faster, but it requires extremely 679 

powerful laser sources incompatible with commercial instrumentation190. Microwave 680 

spectroscopy using eddy current191 and terahertz time-domain spectroscopy192 have enabled 681 

the fast analysis of wafer scale graphene, but these methods are valid only for post-CVD 682 

graphene transferred to insulating substrates. In terms of industrial quality control, the 683 

evaluation of graphene as grown on copper foil is more important to optimize the growth 684 

conditions. Confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) is expected to satisfy the above-685 

mentioned demands for real-time assessment regardless of production scale193. The CLSM 686 

image contrast between graphene and copper substrate is found to be inversely proportional to 687 

defect density, and therefore, the electrical conductivity can be briefly monitored by fast 688 

scanning by CLSM (Fig. 10)171. It can be also applied to the quality assessment of other 2D 689 

materials, although the laser wavelengths of CLSM need to be optimized on a case-by-case 690 

basis. 691 

 692 
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 [H1] Outlook  693 

 CVD reactors require relatively inexpensive components and are simple to set up, which has 694 

led to their widespread use in the academic community for easily producing novel materials 695 

such as graphene, 2D semiconductors and polymer thin films. However, CVD itself is a mature 696 

commercial technology for applying thin films on variety of components and is particularly 697 

useful in the electronics industry, where large area and continuous deposition of thin films can 698 

be performed in specially designed reactors. Examples of these include vertical reactors for 699 

floating catalytic synthesis of carbon nanotubes194,195 or R2R CVD systems for graphene 700 

growth178. The fundamental limitation of CVD is that it often requires high temperature 701 

(typically >400 oC) to crack the precursors into reactive products that can readily form thin films 702 

(especially for graphene and hBN). Lower deposition temperatures can be achieved by utilising 703 

plasma to produce excited state or ionised precursors that can react at low temperatures. The 704 

ability to deposit high quality films at low temperatures (typically <400 oC) is highly desirable in 705 

back-end-of-the-line processes for electronics, thermosensitive substrates, and soft metals. The 706 

critical challenges that remain in low temperature CVD for growing inorganic materials are lack 707 

of crystallinity, trapped precursors, and maintenance of the desired stoichiometry.  708 

 CVD is the most widely used method for large area synthesis of advanced low-dimensional 709 

materials such as nanowires, nanotubes, and more recently two-dimensional materials, and is 710 

exclusively used for large area synthesis of graphene. While very high-quality graphene films 711 

can now be achieved over meter scales using CVD, a remaining challenge is that the growth is 712 

limited to copper (or its alloy). This is a challenge because in order to use graphene for 713 
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electronics, optics and other applications, it must be transferred onto a desired substrate. A 714 

substantial amount of research has been devoted to clean transfer of graphene from copper 715 

onto arbitrary substrates. This research has led to substantial progress and demonstrations that 716 

high quality graphene can be transferred onto virtually any substrate. However, the risk of tears 717 

and wrinkles along with incorporation of copper or transfer solvent impurities remain. Thus, 718 

research in contamination and damage free transfer must continue. The ultimate achievement 719 

for CVD of graphene would be the development of a process that allows direct growth of 720 

graphene on any substrate. In particular, the direct, large area and local growth of graphene on 721 

insulating wafers used in electronics would be a major breakthrough.  722 

 The research in 2D semiconductors – in particular TMDs – has clearly shown that they hold 723 

tremendous promise for electronics and other applications. A major bottleneck for their 724 

implementation is that the absence of a CVD process that allows the realisation of high-quality 725 

large area (for example, wafer scale) thin films. The advantage of TMD films – in contrast to 726 

graphene growth – is that they can be directly grown on insulating substrates but centimetre-727 

scale single crystal (or even large grained) thin films are still challenging. MOCVD has shown 728 

promise in achieving uniform wafer-scale atomically thin films of semiconducting 2D materials 729 

such as MoS2 and WS2 with nanoscale domain sizes, but additional work is needed to increase 730 

the size of the crystals in the atomically thin films and minimise the concentration of grain 731 

boundaries. Uniform growth of single crystal 2D thin films therefore requires knowledge of the 732 

nucleation and growth mechanisms that must be established through detailed analyses of the 733 

reactive gas phase, surface phenomena, and measurements during MOCVD growth. In addition 734 
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to semiconducting 2D materials, metallic compounds (such as NbS2 and VS2) are interesting 735 

from both fundamental and technological viewpoints, because high quality metallic 2D 736 

compounds synthesized via MOCVD could hold promise for high-performance contacts and 737 

interconnects. Another interesting direction of research in 2D semiconductors is the integration 738 

of different materials by stacking. To exploit the optoelectronic properties of vertically stacked 739 

heterostructures, different TMD layers must be grown on each other. Some preliminary results 740 

suggest that this is possible but more work is needed to realise wafer scale stacked 2D layers. 741 

 A fundamental problem that is rarely discussed in CVD of 2D semiconductors – in particular 742 

TMDs – is that high-temperature deposition and subsequent cooling leads to by-products of 743 

chalcogen (S, Se, Te) species (for example, sub-stoichiometric compounds). Decreasing the 744 

temperature compromises the crystalline quality of the TMD films. Thus, development of 745 

deposition and cooling processes are required to ensure that the deposited atomically thin 746 

films are indeed stoichiometric. Finally, the dearth of MOCVD precursors means that only a 747 

handful of 2D semiconductor compounds can be grown. This means that many interesting TMD 748 

compounds – in particular metallic ones – cannot currently be deposited by MOCVD. Efforts to 749 

expand the number and type of precursors will benefit the growth community in realising new 750 

compounds as well as perfecting the growth of existing capabilities. A challenge with MOCVD is 751 

that the precursors are toxic and thus specialized spaces with appropriate safety precautions 752 

are needed to carry out the experiments. Development of benign precursors could also lead to 753 

more widespread adoption of MOCVD and accelerate the development of 2D thin films. 754 
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 To summarize, the key challenges to be addressed in CVD of 2D materials are: lowering the 755 

deposition temperature; uniform and large area growth on a variety of substrates; and 756 

developing benign precursors for MOCVD growth of a wide range of TMD materials. 757 

In this Primer, we have presented a comprehensive overview of CVD methods. We have 758 

included the instrument construction and the process of material preparation and 759 

characterization, concentrating on the growth of graphene and other 2D materials such as 760 

TMDs and polymeric thin films. The recent advances and challenges of this technique in terms 761 

of mass-production, controllability, reproducibility, cost and online-monitoring have also been 762 

highlighted, in the hope of underscoring the importance and benefit CVD can bring to modern 763 

industry.    764 

 765 

  766 
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Tables 1207 

 1208 

Table 1. Carbon solubility and thermal expansion properties of CVD substrates60,61  1209 

Substrates 
Carbon solubility at 1000 °C 

(at.%) 60 

Coefficient of thermal expansion 

(10-6 K-1) 61 

Graphene - -7 

Cu 0.04 16.7 

Ni 1.3 12.8 

Pt 1.76 8.9 

Co 3.41 13.7 

Ru 1.56 6.7 

Pd 5.98 11.6 

Ir 1.35 6.5 

SiC - 3.5 

Si - 2.5 

Quratz 
(SiO2) 

- 0.4 

Sapphire 
(Al2O3) 

- 5.0–5.6 

 1210 

 1211 

 1212 

 1213 

Table 2. Characterization tools and their settings for assessing graphene quality and structure. 1214 
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Assessment 
tool(s) 

Spatial 
resolution 

 Property Advantages Disadvantages Consideration
s 

Optical 
microscopy 

≤ μm individual 
domain shapes; 
surface 
coverage; 
number of 
layers ; grain 
boundaries; 
defects 
(wrinkles and 
folds) 

Simple to 
operate; 
Large-area 
characterizati
on; non-
destructive 
to the sample 

low resolution; 
usually needs a 
suitable 
substrate 
 

Clearer images 
when 
choosing a 
suitable 
wavelength of 
light or adding 
an optical 
filter 

scanning 
electron 
microscopy 

∼ nm individual 
domain shapes; 
surface 
coverage; 
number of 
layers ; grain 
boundaries; 
Defects 
(wrinkles and 
folds) 

Simple to 
operate; 
Large-area 
characterizati
on; High-
resolution; 
Good 
environment
al 
adaptability  

damages the 
graphene 
atomic lattice 

Based on 
electron 
scattering; the 
electron beam 
energy ranges 
from a few 
100 eV to a 
few keV 

atomic 
force 
microscopy 

≤ nm 
 

individual 
domain shapes; 
surface 
coverage; 
roughness; grain 
boundaries; 
number of 
layers 

High-
resolution; 
Good 
environment
al 
adaptability 
 

Scanned area is 
small; scanning 
speed is slow; 
unsuitable for 
samples with 
significant 
surface 
topography  

Sample 
surface must 
be clean.  
Pollutants 
contaminate 
the tip and 
can result in 
virtual and/or 
false images. 

scanning 
tunneling 
microscopy 

≤ Å 
 

Atomic 
structures (e.g. 
point defects, 
grain 
boundaries); 
crystal 
orientation 

Atomic 
resolution; 
non-
destructive  
 

scanned area is 
small; substrate 
must be 
conductive and 
ultra-smooth; 
complex and 
expensive 
 

Based on 
quantum 
tunneling 
effect; two 
possible 
operation 
modes 
(constant 
current or 
constant 
height) 
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transmissio
n electron 
microscopy 

≤ Å 
 

Atomic 
structures (e.g. 
point defects, 
grain 
boundaries); 
crystal 
orientation; 
purity 

Atomic 
resolution; 
can obtain 
cross-section 
geometry 
 

 as-grown 
graphene must 
be transferred 
to a suitable 
substrate 

high energy 
electron beam 
(several 10 
keV to few 
100 keV ) can 
induce defects 

Raman 
spectrosco
py  

~100 nm 
(diffractio
n limit) 

number of 
layers; defects; 
strain; doping 

simple to 
operate;   
High 
sensitivity 
Spatially-
resolved 
distribution 
can be easily 
obtained by 
mapping the 
sample 

 qualitative only SiO2 is the 
most 
frequently 
used substrate  

X-ray 
photoelectr
on 
spectrosco
py 

100 μm purity Surface 
sensitive 
technique to 
analyze 
elemental 
composition 
and chemical 
state 

Low spatial 
resolution; no 
accurate 
quantification 

Detecting 
depth ranges 
from 1 nm to 
10 nm 

angular 
resolution 
photoemiss
ion 
spectrosco
py 

~ meV 
(relies on 
the 
resolution 
of the 
analyzer, 
the 
sample 
and the 
UV 
source) 

Electronic 
properties 
(band 
structure); 
doping 

band 
structure can 
be directly 
observed; as-
grown 
graphene can 
be directly 
characterized
. 

The band 
structure above 
the Fermi 
surface cannot 
be obtained; 
complex and 
expensive 

Based on the 
photoelectric 
effect  

 1215 

Table 3. Summary of typical CVD methods for growing 2D materials 1216 
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Materials Substrate Precursor 1 
Precursor 

2 

Key 

parameters 
Remarks References 

hBN 

Cu, Ni, Pt, 

SiO2, 

Sapphire 

NH3-BH3 

(heating at 

60 ~100 °C) 

- 

LPCVD with 

H2/Ar flow, 

at ~1000°C 

Single crystal 

substrate with steps 

can induce the 

mono-orientation of 

hBN 

98,129,130 

MS2 

(M=Mo, 

W, etc.) 

SiO2, Mica 

S powder 

(heating at 

100 ~ 200 

°C) 

MO3 

(near the 

hot 

center) 

APCVD or 

LPCVD, with 

H2/Ar flow 

at 600 ~ 900 

°C 
NaCl or KCl can serve 

as promoters for 

improving the 

quality and growth 

rate of these 2D 

TMDs. 

17,127,129 

(C2H5)2S 

(0.4 sccm) 
 

MOCVD, at 

~1000 Pa, 

550 °C 

124 

MSe2 

(M=Mo, 

W, etc.) 

Se powder 

(heating at 

200 ~ 300 

°C) 

MO3 

(near the 

hot 

center) 

 

APCVD or 

LPCVD, with 

H2/Ar flow, 

at 750 °C 

~850 °C 

116,127,196 

Mo2C, 

TaC 
Mo, Ta CH4, C2H2 - 

APCVD, at 

~1100 °C 

Molten copper plays 

an important role in 

the catalytic growth 

process 

131,132,197 

Bi2O2Se  
Mica, 

SrTiO3 

Bi2Se3 

(Heating at 

650~700 °C) 

Bi2O3 

(Heating 

at 

650~700 

°C) 

LPCVD, with 

Ar/O2 flow 

at 500 ~600 

°C 

Substrate with 

quadruple symmetry 

(SrTiO3) is important 

for epitaxial growth 

of single-crystal 

Bi2O2Se  

19,134 

 1217 

Table 4. Summary of CVD polymer growth methods. Typical reactants, solution-phase analogy, 1218 

and polymer backbone structure for different CVD polymerization methods 1219 

 1220 

CVD polymerization method Typical Reactants Analogous Solution Structure of Polymer References 
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Mechanism Backbone 

initiated CVD (iCVD) initiator + monomer(s) chain growth carbon single bonds 
142,198 

molecular layer deposition (MLD) pair of monomers condensation 
includes heteroatoms 

(e.g. O,N) 
199,200 

oxidative CVD (oCVD) oxidant + monomer(s) step growth 
alternating single and 

double bonds 
152,201,202 

poly(p-xylylenes) (parylene) dimer none hydrocarbon 
203,204 

plasma enhanced CVD (PECVD) volatile precursor(s) none 
various, typically 

crosslinked 
205 

 1221 

  1222 
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Figure legends 1223 

 1224 

FIG. 1 | Schematic diagram of general elementary steps of typical CVD process. First, reactant gases 1225 

(blue circles) are transported into the reactor (a). Then, there are two possible routes for the reactant 1226 

gases: directly diffusing through the boundary layer (b) and adsorbing onto the substrate (c); forming 1227 

intermediate reactants (green circles) and by products (red circles) via the gas-phase reaction (d) and 1228 

deposited onto the substrate by diffusion (b) and adsorption (c). Surface diffusion and heterogeneous 1229 

reactions (e) take place on the surface of substrate before the formation of thin films or coatings. Finally, 1230 

by-products and unreacted species are desorbed from the surface and forced out of the reactor as 1231 

exhausts (f).  1232 

 1233 

FIG. 2 | Typical CVD equipment. a. Schematic diagram of a typical horizontal CVD system, which 1234 

includes: a gas delivery system, the quartz reaction chamber, a vacuum system, the energy system and 1235 

an auto-control system. b. A photograph of liquid precursor bubbler, which can also be used to provide 1236 

solid precursors by dissolution in a suitable solvent. c -f. A vertical reactor for scalable growth of 1237 

graphene wafers, where the 25 wafers can be loaded on the quartz substrate holder (c). The multiple 1238 

gas inlet nozzles are designed (d) to improve the uniformity of gas flow, which is simulated based on 1239 

finite element method (e)25. Bourdon gauge (f) and capacitance manometer (g), which are commonly 1240 

used to measure the pressure of the vacuum system. Parts d-f adapted with permission from ref 25, 1241 

Elsevier. 1242 

 1243 

FIG. 3 | Schematic of experimental process for growing graphene. a-d, the processes of growing 1244 

graphene on metal substrates: (a) electrochemical polishing for cleaning and smooth the substrate, (b) 1245 
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heating and annealing to reduce the nucleation sites and enlarge the grain size of metal substrate, (c) 1246 

high-temperature growth which is dominated by the surface reaction, (d) (d) Precipitation and 1247 

crumpling during the cooling process. e-g, the processes of growing graphene on dielectric substrates: (e) 1248 

Cleaning the dielectric substrate, (f) gas-phase reaction dominated growth at high-temperature, (g) 1249 

thermal contraction induced crumpling during the cooling process. 1250 

 1251 

FIG.4 | Characterization of CVD-grown graphene. a. Optical microscopy image of the transferred film 1252 

on SiO2/Si substrate, the layer number can be distinguished by the color contrast66. Scale bar 50 μm. b. 1253 

SEM  image of graphene domains grown on platinum foil, copper surface roughing changes with the 1254 

number of graphene layers67. Scale bar 1 mm. c. Typical AFM image of graphene grown on copper foil78. 1255 

Scale bar 2 μm. d. AFM image of graphene grown on Cu(111), where there are some wrinkles and folds90. 1256 

Scale bar 1 μm. e. STM image (sample bias -2V, tunnelling current 50 pA) near a corner of a hexagonal 1257 

graphene grain on copper foil. Scale bar 1 μm. f. Atomic-resolution STM image corresponding to the 1258 

green frame in (e)80. Scale bar 3.2 Å. g. Graphene-hBN boundary structure imaged by atomic-resolution 1259 

STM89. Scale bar 1 nm. h. Atomic-resolution TEM image of the typical grain boundary in CVD-grown 1260 

graphene film94.. Scale bar 0.5 nm. i. Typical Raman spectra of CVD graphene on copper78. j. Raman 1261 

spectra of monolayer, AB-stacked bilayer and ABA-stacked tri-layer graphene transferred onto SiO2/Si 1262 

substrates66. k. Typical ARPES of the as-grown monolayer graphene on Cu(111)90. l. STS spectra of the 1263 

graphene films on Cu(111)90. ARPES, Angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy; STM, scanning 1264 

tunneling microscopy; STS, scanning tunneling spectroscopy. Parts a, j reprinted from ref. 66, Springer 1265 

Nature Limited. Part b reprinted from ref.67, Springer Nature Limited. Parts c, i adapted with permission 1266 

from ref 78, American Chemical Society. Parts d, k-l adapted from ref.90, Springer Nature Limited. Parts 1267 
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e-f reprinted from ref.80, Springer Nature Limited. Part g reprinted with permission from ref 89, AAAS. 1268 

Part 4h reprinted from ref.94, Springer Nature Limited. 1269 

 1270 

FIG. 5 | Schematic of the typical components of a tube furnace used to grow MoS2 and similar TMDs. 1271 

Typical reaction pathway for MoS2 by thermal CVD is:     ( )  
 
 ⁄  ( )

     
→          ( )  

 
 ⁄    ; 1272 

Bulk transport of MoO3-x (g) and S (g); Surface adsorption of MoO3−x (g) and S (g);        1273 

(    ⁄ ) 
     
→     o  2 (    ⁄ )    ;  o  2

     
→    o 2  s      ⁄    ( )  ; Bulk transport of O2 1274 

away from the chamber. An optical microscopy image of typical triangular single crystal MoS2 1275 

monolayers is also shown 129. Adapted with permission from ref 129, American Chemical Society. 1276 

 1277 

FIG. 6| Selected examples of CVD polymer processing and applications. a. Roll-to-roll vacuum chamber, 1278 

300 mm wide, for CVD polymerization206. b. An foldable solar cell, ~ 2 cm x 2 cm, fabricated directly on 1279 

top of ordinary paper as the substrate, enabled by the low temperature deposition and patterning of a 1280 

CVD transparent conducting polymer 207. c. Dual-scale pattern in silicon, including sub-10 nm lines and 1281 

spaces, created using a CVD polymerization147. d. Flexible and conformal CVD polymer encapsulation of 1282 

a 25 μm diameter lead wire for a biomedical implant158. e. A nearly spherical water drop on a 1283 

superhydrophobic surface created by a CVD fluoropolymer grown conformally over a nanostructured 1284 

array208. f. Ultrathin CVD polymer dielectric (pV3D3) for low-power flash memory209. (A) Reproduced 1285 

with permission206. Copyright 2015, Royal Society of Chemistry. (B) Reproduced with permission207. 1286 

Copyright 2012, Wiley. (C) Reproduced with permission147. Copyright 2017, Nature. (D) Reproduced with 1287 

permission158. Copyright 2007, American Chemical Society. (E) Reproduced with permission208. Copyright 1288 

2003, American Chemical Society. (F) Reproduced with permission209. Copyright 2019, Wiley. Part a 1289 
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adapted with permission from Ref 206, The Royal Society of Chemistry. Part b adapted with permission 1290 

from Ref 207, Wiley. Part c adapted from ref.147, Springer Nature Limited. Part d adapted with 1291 

permission from Ref 158, American Chemical Society. Part e adapted with permission from ref 208, 1292 

American Chemical Society. Part f adapted with permission from ref 209, Wiley. 1293 

 1294 

FIG. 7| Advances in CVD technology for scaling-up graphene synthesis. a, A timeline highlighting the 1295 

advances in CVD technology to scale-up graphene synthesis from a manual 2-inch (5 cm) thermal CVD 1296 

furnace to a fully automated 50 cm wide R2R system. b Post-CVD processes that utilize the R2R method 1297 

for the continuous production of graphene films, including etching and laminated transfer of CVD 1298 

graphene films to target substrates (Ref.79). Part b, image courtesy of Yong Seok Choi, Graphene Square 1299 

Inc. Part c adapted from ref.79, Springer Nature Limited. 1300 

 1301 

FIG. 8 | The full roll-to-roll (R2R) production of graphene films. Starting with the R2R CVD synthesis of 1302 

graphene on copper (yellow), R2R lamination, R2R etching/doping, and R2R patterning/transfer to 1303 

target substrates (blue) for graphene film production. Figure 8 is reprinted from ref 171, CC BY 4.0 1304 

(https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). 1305 

 1306 

FIG. 9| Important factors that determine the reliability of graphene synthesis, and the corresponding 1307 

electrical performance data. a. Illustration on the multi-zone heaters with graphite susceptors. b. 1308 

Reproducibility of sheet resistance for 10 different growth trials. c, Spatial sheet resistance distribution 1309 

of the graphene films. d. Time-durability of the graphene films monitored at 85 ℃ with 85% humidity for 1310 

12 weeks. Inset: resistivity of the graphene synthesized by rapid thermal CVD as a function of back gate 1311 
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voltage (Vbg) at room temperature, which indicates the carrier mobility is as high as 5290 cm2 V-1 s-1. 1312 

Parts a-d adapted with permission from ref 36, American Chemical Society. 1313 

 1314 

FIG. 10 | Concept of in-situ monitoring of the as-grown CVD graphene on Cu using CLSM. a. The 1315 

concept of monitoring the as-grown CVD graphene on Cu foil during the continuous roll-to-roll synthetic 1316 

process using the reflective mode CLSM. b-d, The CLSM images of the CVD graphene grown for 10, 13, 1317 

and 30 min, respectively. Scale bar: 10μm. Figure 10a-d is reprinted from ref 171, CC BY 4.0 1318 

(https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). 1319 

 1320 

Box 1321 

 1322 

[bH1] BOX 1 | CVD categories and variants  1323 

[bH2] Horizontal CVD and vertical CVD are based on the reactor configurations or the directions of gas 1324 

flow. The horizontal tube reactor is the most common configuration, where the substrates are mounted 1325 

horizontally, vertically, or with a tilt angle, to adjust the gas flow. The vertical reactor is usually equipped 1326 

with a showerhead mixer, which is beneficial for material uniformity and growth rate.  1327 

[bH2] Low pressure CVD (LPCVD) and atmospheric pressure CVD (APCVD) are based on the working 1328 

pressure. In LPCVD, a vacuum pump drives the gas flow. In contrast, APCVD usually does not require a 1329 

pump and results in a slow flow rate for the reactive gas.  1330 

[bH2] Hot-wall CVD and cold-wall CVD refer to the heating methods of thermal CVD. In hot-wall CVD, 1331 

the entire reaction chamber is heated by an external furnace with a uniform temperature. In cold-wall 1332 

CVD, only the substrate and its vicinity are heated, and the reactor wall is cold, allowing for rapid 1333 

heating and cooling. Resistance heating, hot plates, and induction heating methods are common for 1334 

cold-wall CVD..  1335 
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[bH2] Plasma-enhanced CVD (PECVD), and photo-assisted CVD and laser-assisted CVD are variants of 1336 

thermal CVD  involving additional components and the introduction of other types of energy to promote 1337 

the CVD reaction. In PECVD, plasma, a partially ionized high energy gas, is generated by direct current, 1338 

radio frequency voltage, or microwave sources and coupled to the reactor, resulting in a major drop the 1339 

reaction temperature. In photo-/laser-assisted CVD, light from a high-intensity lamp or laser is used to 1340 

promote the deposition.  1341 

[bH2] Metal-organic CVD (MOCVD) utilizes metal-organic precursors (usually volatile toxic liquids) that 1342 

are vaporized to form thin films. It is widely used to synthesize III-V compound semiconductors (made of 1343 

elements from groups III and V in the periodic table) for optoelectronics.  1344 

[bH2] Hot filament/wire CVD (HFCVD/HWCVD) Resistively-heated filaments (wires) are suspended 1345 

above a substrate held at a lower temperature. The filaments cause the thermal decomposition, leading 1346 

to precursors, which then adsorb onto the cooler substrates. A refractory metal such as tungsten, 1347 

tantalum, or molybdenum, is commonly used as filament material. Typically, inorganic films such as 1348 

amorphous silicon or silicon nitride are deposited. 1349 

[bH2] Initiated CVD (iCVD) is a form of HFCVD/HWCVD for growing electrically insulating polymer thin 1350 

films. The iCVD method utilizes an initiator and monomers as vapor-phase reactants, which absorb and 1351 

undergo chain-growth polymerization on the cooled substrate. The use of the initiator enables much 1352 

lower filament temperatures, which preserves the organic functional groups of the monomer. 1353 

Incorporating the functional groups allows control over the wettability and surface reactivity. 1354 

[bH2] oxidative CVD (oCVD) utilizes oxidant and monomer vapours, which undergo spontaneous 1355 

reaction upon adsorption to the substrate. The oCVD produces step-growth polymerization and typically 1356 

results in conducting and semiconducting polymer films.  1357 

[bH2] Atomic layer deposition (ALD) and molecular layer deposition (MLD) are two similar variants of 1358 

CVD for depositing inorganic and organic thin films, respectively. For ALD and MLD processes, precursors 1359 

are introduced sequentially. Self-limiting absorption and surface reactions of the precursors results in 1360 

layer-by-layer growth of high-quality thin films. Between layers the remaining precursor is purged out by 1361 

the carrier gas.  1362 
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Glossary terms 1363 

1. Domain: a region of a single crystal, which is delineated by grain boundaries or the edges of 1364 

an isolated island. 1365 

2. Raman scattering: an inelastic scattering of photons by matter, by which the energy of incident 1366 

photon is changed. 1367 

3. Delamination: a phenomenon where layered composites, thin films or coatings separate from 1368 

the adjacent layers or the substrate due to the weakening of the bonds holding the layers 1369 

together. 1370 

4. half integer Quantum Hall effect: a novel Hall effect quantized into half integer, owing to the 1371 

peculiar nature of the Landau levels spectrum with energy spacing in graphene, where the Hall 1372 

conductivity can be described as       
   (  

 

 
) (h is Planck constant and N=0, 1, 2… .  1373 

 1374 

ToC blurb 1375 

This Primer on chemical vapour deposition summarizes current and emerging experimental 1376 

setups as well as common characterisation approaches used to determine thin film formation 1377 

and quality as applied to graphene and other novel 2D materials. 1378 
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